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What are they? (reminder from the past WBS meeting at BNL last June)

They communicate with AGIS, suggesting to switch a panda queue ON / OFF based on several policies:

● Site admins need to understand the different policies being involved (a link to the documentation is 
included in this presentation)

● The final decision made by AGIS takes into account:
○ the suggestion from HC
○ the suggestion from Switcher 
○ plus any manual setup

● In the case of HammerCloud, policies are based on the performance (failed/succeeded) of a 
constant stream of testing jobs. 

● In the case of Switcher, based on coming scheduled downtimes.





Useful documentation

Some links to documentation you should always have close at hand when your site is blacklisted

● HammerCloud:
○ Main twiki https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/IT/HammerCloud
○ Twiki for site admins 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/IT/HammerCloudTutorialATLASsiteAdmins

● Switcher:
○ https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/AtlasComputing/SwitcherBlacklisting



Useful documentation



Useful documentation

https://indico.cern.ch/event/766753/contributions/3183446/attachments/1738681/2814752/RecapBlacklisti
ngOverview_ADCweekly20181023_jschovan_1.pdf



Troubleshooting pages

There are a couple of pages you should visit when your site has been blacklisted:

● AGIS blacklisting setup page http://atlas-agis.cern.ch/agis/pandablacklisting/list/
● AGIS blacklisting history page http://atlas-agis.cern.ch/agis/pandablacklisting/table_view/



To fix broken queues in AGIS

Sometimes PanDA Queues in AGIS don't have the write combination of parameters to allow 
HammerCloud to behave correctly. Not always site's fault, it could be a change in the Workload 
Management Workflow that suddenly requires a change in the setup. 

To validate, and correct when needed, your queues, this table can be extremely handy:

                               https://hc-ai-core.cern.ch/testdirs/atlas/check_agis_config.html





New features recently implemented in HammerCloud

I finished the implementation of the Blacklisting features for EventService:

● ES queue blacklisted based on number of failed jobs
● ES queue blacklisted based on number of processed events (many jobs finished but very few 

events processed)
● ES queue blacklisted if it is already blacklisted for Production Functional Tests (PFTs)

Queues recovery:

We have seen that, sometimes, when a person modifies manually the value of some AGIS parameters 
while the queue was ES Blacklisted, the queue may end up in an undefined status and HC does not know 
what to do anymore. 

I implemented a recovery for the EventService queues that are left in those "undefined" statuses. 



Custom tests for US ATLAS?

The people who has access to the HammerCloud admin page (I do) can create custom templates and 
trigger the submission to test jobs on demand. These jobs will run in parallel to the centrally scheduled 
jobs. 

If we think this infrastructure can be useful for some US ATLAS specific testing campaign, in principle it is 
technically possible. 



New (coming soon) features in Switcher

After a whole refactoring, the new version of the service will include:

● Disabling individual CEs in AGIS, instead of the whole Queue, when there are other CEs that can 
keep the queue running. 

○ Only when all CEs are disabled at the same time the queue will also blacklisted.
○ Email notifications will be more verbose in those cases, but will include all information.

● New policies to decided when to blacklist a queue based on a DDM downtime (next slide)

● Only source of information will be AGIS. Currently is AGIS, SiteStatusBoard (SSB), GOCDB, ...

● [Possibly] the DDM Blacklisting, currently done inside AGIS, will be integrated into Switcher
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Communication

For questions, when the documentation does not help:

HammerCloud: atlas-adc-hammercloud-support@cern.ch

Switcher: atlas-adc-autoexclusion@cern.ch

For feedback / feature requests / complaints ...
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